
Glazed Porcelain Floor and Wall Tile
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Shown on Front: DIS30 8x48 Spirit

From the handmade charred White Oak barrels to the towering racks of the decades old rick-houses comes the 
inspiration for Florida Tile’s DistilleryHDP wood collection. Like the smooth soft finish of a 20-year-old small batch 
bourbon, it creates a mood of cool sophistication. The warmth of the natural oak lives on through the centuries 
with the strength and durability of the harvested planks. Combined with a spirit that is simple, clean, and modern;  
these elements work together as one tangible unit. 

Starting with a graphic almost completely devoid of knots, the concept was born. A wide-open pattern, linear but 
with some contrast in variation, became a contemporary vision. DistilleryHDP is the future of wood look porcelain. 
The surface is a natural matte finish with a delicate punch and minimal pitting while featuring a mild texture to 
compliment the grain. Pressed in an 8x48 format, DistilleryHDP brings the large-scale concept up-to-date with 
natural wood planks in the market. 

The color palette is evolving as well, with three bold shades of grey, from warm to cool to dark – Spirit, Barley, 
and Proof, the target is thoroughly modern. Even the more traditional tones of light and dark brown – Wheat and 
Malt, are given the slightest flair to work within the line. A unique large format hexagon patterned twist mosaic 
provides an interesting decorative highlight. 

DistilleryHDP glazed porcelain floor and wall tile is appropriate for all residential and commercial wall, countertop 
and backsplash applications, all residential and most commercial floor applications.  It  is GREENGUARD® and 
Porcelain Tile certified and meets the DCOF AcuTest requirements to be installed in wet areas.

Shown: DIS10 8x48 Wheat
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DIS10 8x48
Wheat

DIS65M10x13TWI
Twist Warm Mix mosaic (Features Wheat & Malt)

Shown: DIS10 8x48 Wheat
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Shown: DIS50 8x48 Malt

DIS50 8x48
Malt

DIS65M10x13TWI
Twist Warm Mix mosaic (Features Wheat & Malt)
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Shown: DIS20 8x48 Barley, DIS20M10x13TWI Twist Barley mosaic

DIS20 8x48
Barley

DIS20M10x13TWI
Twist Barley mosaic
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Shown: DIS30 8x48 Spirit

DIS30 8x48
Spirit

DIS75M10x13TWI
Twist Cool Mix mosaic (Features Spirit & Proof)
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Shown: DIS40 Proof, DIS75M10x13 TWI Twist Cool mosaic

DIS40 8x48
Proof

DIS75M10x13TWI
Twist Cool Mix mosaic (Features Spirit & Proof)
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V2 = Slight Variation 
Clearly distinguishable differences in texture and/or pattern 
with similar colors.

Typical Uses

Shown: DIS20 8x48 Barley

DistilleryHDP glazed porcelain floor and wall tile is appropriate for all residential 
and commercial wall, countertop and backsplash applications, all residential 
and most commercial floor applications. 

Notice: Not all flooring products are suitable for wet areas, specialized 
applications or commercial use. Please refer to the American National 
Standard Specifications for Ceramic Tile (ANSI A137.1) for ceramic, stone and 
glass installation for specific usage and installation information

This Florida Tile product will contribute to USGBC LEED points and the ANSI 
approved NAHB Green Building Points.

1 These tests are performed by a 3rd party testing lab using industry standard equipment and techniques. Values are offered in 
good faith as being accurate and typical of normal production. Due to the natural variation of raw materials and manufacturing 
processes, the values of the purchased product for any particular installation may vary.
2 ANSI A137.1 standard, ceramic tiles selected for level interior spaces expected to be walked upon when wet must have a 
minimum wet DCOF AcuTest value of 0.42.

#10022LT 7/17

DCOF AcuTest2 A137.1 ≥0.42 Pass

Properties ASTM ANSI Results¹

Glaze Hardness

Break Strength

Water Absorption

Mohs Scale

C-648

C-373

N/A

250 lbf

≤0.5%

7 Mohs

550 lbf avg

≤0.5%
Color reproductions in this printed piece may vary from actual tile colors. 
Final selection should be made from actual tile samples.  

Color Variations

1 These values may vary from lot to lot. 
2 These values are based on actual sizes including the grout joint. 
3 May not apply to textured surfaces or tiles with uneven back patterns.

Field Tile
Nominal Size1 Metric (cm) Pcs./Sq Ft2 Thickness3

8” x 48” 20 x 121 .375 10.5mm

www.floridatile.co

Recycled
Content

20%
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